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Nello stesso periodo Teofrasto nella "Storia delle piante" parla di "cardui pineae". Ever thought about creating an e-book or guest book? If you have already thought, then I think it will be useful for you to
understand how these two categories of software differ, as many users distinguish between them. Many people say that guest books are very slow when compared to email. This impression is indeed true

for most e-books due to the presence of features such as HTML, CSS and JavaScript. However, the speed of guest books is directly dependent on the size of the database. This database is written as a file,
which is a library that contains many of the functions necessary for work (for example, such as font and background colors, page titles, message queues, etc.). All these functions are stored in the database,

i.e. they do not require a file system on your computer. Your guests, for example, can read your guest book using a computer connected to the network. And the number of such connections will be
proportional to the amount of information contained in the guest book. The more you expand your existing database, the faster your guestbook will work. If you limit the number of connections in the

database to 50, then you can serve up to 10 guests in one day. On the other hand, if the database is large enough, then the quality of such a database (and its speed) will be much higher. Many guest
forums, because their database consists of a million or more pages, can contain up to a million posts, divided into categories and archived in a .rar archive. In the future, if necessary, you will be able to

access this information using the Internet or a program to open such files. It should also be noted that in most cases guest pages are intended for a narrow circle of users. Guestbooks are not intended to be
advertised or commercially offered. This is because most hotel chains will not post their business information there or use guest cards for their guests. Some hotel chains usually use guest programs to
place advertisements or various kinds of information about their guest. Such programs are called spammers. They place text or graphic advertisements in guest books on pages frequently visited by the

guest or on his e-mail address (or on his phone, if his wife writes in the guest book). Similar
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